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Hook–Schur Functions Analogues of Littlewood’s Identities and their
Bijective Proofs
M. YANG AND J. B. REMMEL
We give bijective proofs of the Hook–Schur function analogues of two well-known identities of
Littlewood. In the course of our proof, we propose a new correspondence which can be considered as
a generalization of the Burge correspondences used in proving the Littlewood identities.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Littlewood identities, as well as some other Schur function (S-function) identities, can be
viewed as a way to generate infinite series of S-functions. These series were shown to play
a very important role in the study of representation theory [8] of classical groups and are
indispensable tools in calculations involving group characters.
S-function identities were traditionally proved by purely algebraic methods [8, 9]. The first
bijective proof was given by Knuth [4]. Using his famous ‘bumping’ algorithm Knuth gave
a direct combinatorial proof for Cauchy’s first identity by establishing a one-to-one corre-
spondence between a matrix of nonnegative integers and a pair of column-strict tableaux of
identical shapes. In the same paper, Knuth also found bijective proof for Cauchy’s second
identity and one of the Littlewood identities. After his pioneering work, more progress has
been made in this direction. In particular, Burge presented bijective proofs for five of the
six Littlewood identities [3]. In his proofs Burge established four one-to-one correspondences
between particular symmetric matrices and column-strict tableaux of special shapes.
In their study of Lie superalgebras in the 1980s, Berele and Regev introduced the notion
of Hook–Schur functions (HS-functions), which generalizes the definition of S-functions to
two sets of alphabets [1]. From this an interesting problem emerged: how to generalize the
classical S-function identities to HS-functions? More specifically, suppose S-functions in a
Littlewood identity are replaced by the corresponding HS-functions, what is the form of the
generating function for the series? The most direct way to approach this problem is to use the
fact that in the 3-ring notation, the HS-function
HS.x1; : : : ; xkI y1; : : : ; y1; : : : ; yl/ D S.X − tY /jtD−1
where X D x1 C    C xk and Y D y1 C    C yl . Then the HS-function analogues of the
Littlewood identities result by replacing the alphabet X in the classical Littlewood identities
by X − tY and then setting t D −1. We will give the details of this approach in Section 5
of this paper. Alternatively we can use the bijective method, because as demonstrated by
Remmel [10] such HS-function identities can be proved via suitable extensions of Robinson–
Schensted–Knuth correspondence.
The main objective of this paper is to give bijective proofs of the two HS-function identities:Y
i> j
.1− xi x j /
Y
i j
.1C yi y j /
Y
i; j
1
1− xi y j D 1C
X

HS.X; Y / (1)
and Y
i
.1− xi /
Y
i> j
.1− xi x j /
Y
i
1
1C yi
Y
i j
.1− yi y j /
Y
i; j
1
1C xi y j
D 1C
X

.−1/[w./Cr./]=2HS.X; Y /; (2)
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where HS.X; Y / and HS.X; Y / are HS-functions in the alphabet X D fx2; : : : ; xkg and
Y D fy1; : : : ; ylg of shapes  and , respectively (the notations used will be described in
the next section). When Y D ; or X D ;, the first identity reduces respectively to the two
Littlewood identities, Y
i> j
.1C xi x j / D 1C
X

S.X/ (3)
and Y
i j
.1C yi y j / D 1C
X
γ
Sγ .Y /; (4)
where γ is the conjugate of . Similarly, when Y D ; the second identity leads toY
i
.1− xi /
Y
i> j
.1− xi x j / D 1C
X

.−1/[!./Cr./]=2S.X/ (5)
The above three identities are commonly referred as the A, C and E series following King’s
notations [5]. For convenience, we will refer to the two new identities as HA and HE series,
respectively.
Our bijective proofs of our (1) and (2) are the generalization of Burge’s bijective proofs of
(3), (4), and (5). Briefly speaking, the proof consists of two steps: (i) associating each side of
an identity with a set of combinatorial objects carrying monomial weights; (ii) constructing a
reversible ‘bumping’ algorithm in order to establish the correspondence between the two sets
of combinatorial objects (more specifically, biwords and semistandard tableaux).
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, for the sake of clarity, necessary notations
and definitions are first introduced. Then, several ‘bumping’ algorithms and their properties
are discussed. Based on the algorithms discussed, a new bumping algorithm will be introduced
in Section 3 to prove the HA series. By introducing a dummy index and modifying the result
of Section 3, the HE series is proved in Section 4. Finally in Section 5, we shall derive (1)
and (2) via 3-ring manipulations.
2. PRELIMINARIES
In the theory of symmetric functions, one of the commonly used notions is that of a partition.
Following Macdonald’s notation, a partition is defined as a sequence of nonincreasing integers
 D .1; 2; : : : ; k/ with the length of the partition ‘./ being the number of nonzero i s
and the weight !./ the sum of all i s. Usually a partition  is represented graphically by
the so-called Ferrer’s diagram, which is an array of ‘./ rows of left-justified cells (drawn as
dots or boxes) such that the i th row has exactly i cells. The position of each cell in F is
designated by a pair of positive integers .i; j/, where i and j are the row and column indices
respectively. We label rows so that the indices increase from top to bottom and we label the
columns so that the indices increase from left to right, i.e. as we label the rows and columns
of a matrix. The largest index i such that .i; i/ 2 F is called the rank of  and is denoted
by r./. 0 denotes the transpose of . It can be obtained by switching indices i and j for
each cell .i; j/ of F. A partition is called self-conjugate when  D 0. Suppose  and  are
two partitions such that     ;, a skew Ferrer’s diagram F= is the remaining diagram
of F after the cells of F are removed. We call the shape of F= a skew partition =.
Sometimes, it is more convenient to express a partition  in Frobenius notation as:
 D

a1 a2 : : : ar
b1 b2 : : : br

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where ai and bi are the number of cells to the right of and below the i th cell on the leading
diagonal, respectively, and r is the rank of . For example, an -shaped partition and an
-shaped partition, which are two partitions frequently used in this paper, can be expressed as
 D

a1 a2 : : : ar
a1 C 1 a2 C 1 : : : ar C 1

and  D

b1 b2 : : : br
b1 b2 : : : br

in Frobenius notation.
In order to give a combinatorial definition for an S-function, we need to introduce the
concept of tableaux. Let N D f1; 2; : : : ; kg†. A tableau of shape = is defined as a mapping
T : F=! N such that for .i; j/ 2 F=,
T .i; j/  T .i; j C 1/ and T .i; j/  T .i C 1; j/: (6)
A tableau can be geometrically interpreted as a Ferrer’s diagram with its cells filled by numbers
from N . Equation (6) requires that the numbers must be weakly increasing in each row from
left to right and in each column from top to bottom. When the numbers in each column are
strictly increasing from top to bottom, i.e. T .i; j/ < T .i C 1; j/, it is called a column-strict
tableau (CST). Similarly, when the numbers in a row are strictly increasing from left to right,
T .i; j/ < T .i; j C 1/, it is known as a row-strict tableau (RST). Denote the set of all CST
and RST of shape = as CST .=/ and RST .=/, respectively. For a given tableau T of
shape =, the transposed tableau T 0 is defined by T 0.i; j/ D T . j; i/ for all .i; j/ 2 F=.
Keeping the geometric interpretation of tableaux in mind, T 0 can be obtained by reflection of
T about the leading diagonal, as for a matrix. It is easy to check that if T 2 CST .=/ then
T 0 2 RST .0=0/ and vice versa.
Let X D fxi ; i 2 N g be a set of alphabets. An S-function of shape = in X is defined as
S=.X/ D
X
T2CST .=/
!.T / (7)
where !.T / is the monomial (weight) of T defined by
!.T / D
Y
.i; j/2F=
xT .i; j/ D
Y
i2N
x
mi
i (8)
with mi being the number of occurrences of i in the tableau T .
To defined HS-function, first, we extend the definition of tableaux to two sets of alphabets
N D f1; 2; : : : ; kg and P D f10; 20; : : : ; ‘0g. By convention, we assume that all unprimed
numbers are smaller than primed numbers and i 0 < .iC1/0 for every i 0, so that there is a linear
ordering in N [ P . In this way, we can construct a tableau T : F=! N [ P satisfying (6).
If T further satisfies
T .i; j/ < T .i C 1; j/ when T .i; j/ 2 N ; (9)
and
T .i; j/ < T .i; j C 1/ when T .i; j/ 2 P (10)
for all .i; j/ 2 F=, then T is called a semistandard tableau (SST). For convenience, we
call a sequence increasing in N [ P if it is a segment of unprimed numbers followed by a
segment of primed numbers (either of them may be empty) such that the unprimed numbers
are weakly increasing and the primed numbers are strictly increasing. Similarly, a sequence
is decreasing in N [ P if it is a segment of weakly decreasing primed numbers followed by
a strictly decreasing segment of unprimed numbers. By this definition, a SST can be viewed
†We will assume in this paper that the indices k; ‘ etc. can be either finite or infinite.
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geometrically as a filling of a Ferrer’s diagram with numbers from N [ P such that each row
is increasing in N [ P from left to right, and each column is strictly decreasing from bottom
to top. Denote the set of all such tableaux by SST .=/. Then, similar to (7), an HS-function
in X D fxi : i 2 N g and Y D fy j 0 : j 0 2 Pg is defined as
HS=.X; Y / D
X
T2SST .=/
!.T /; (11)
where
!.T / D
Y
i2N ; j 02P
x
mi
i y
m j 0
j 0 ; (12)
and mi and m j 0 are the numbers of occurrences of i and j 0 in the generalized tableau T ,
respectively. Note that we will use primed indices for y and unprimed indices for x to
distinguish them, although algebraically speaking, this choice is purely formal. As mentioned
earlier, all unprimed numbers are assumed to precede primed numbers. From the geometric
description of an SST, it can be verified that HS-functions have the following properties:
HS=.X; Y / D
X

S=.X/S0=0.Y /; (13)
HS=.X; ;/ D S=.X/; (14)
HS=.;; Y / D S0=0.Y /; (15)
and
HS=.X; Y / D HS0=0.Y; X/: (16)
Note that the primes on Greek letters represent conjugate partitions, as mentioned before.
Before closing this section, we introduce another set of notations which will be used in our
proofs. A given monomial of the form 5ni; jD1.xi x j /
mi j , where mi j are nonnegative integers,
can be associated uniquely with an n  n matrix M D .mi j /. Thus, the monomial (weight) of
a nonnegative integer-valued matrix M can be naturally defined as
!.M/ D
nY
i; jD1
.xi x j /mi j : (17)
Note that for mapping a monomial back to a matrix, the ordering in the product is important.
For instance, the monomials .x21/.x2x3/ and .x1x3/.x1x2/ correspond to two different matrices.
For a given nonnegative matrix M , a left-biword,
B‘.M/ D

u1 u2 : : : uk
v1 v2 : : : vk

is obtained by reading the matrix row-by-row from left to right and concatenating mi j times
the biletter 
i
j

:
Here k D 6ni; jD1mi j is the length of the biword. A right-biword, Br .M/, can be defined in a
similar fashion except the matrix is read from right to left. In passing, the left-word is known
as the Knuth word, while the right-word is called the Burge word even though Burge used both.
Clearly, the top letters of both words are all lexicographically increasing, since the matrix is
read from the top row down in either case. However, the bottom letters are ordered differently:
B‘.M/ is locally in lexicographic order, i.e. the bottom letters under the same top letters are
lexicographically increasing, while Br .M/ has the locally reverse lexicographic ordering. The
difference between the left- and right-biword of a matrix can be illustrated by the following
example.
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EXAMPLE 1. Given a 4 4 matrix of nonnegative integers
M D
2664
2 0 1 3
2 0 0 0
0 0 4 1
3 2 1 2
3775 :
The corresponding left- and right-biword are:
B‘.M/ D

1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
1 1 3 4 4 4 1 1 3 3 3 3 4 1 1 1 2 2 3 4 4

and
Br .M/ D

1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
4 4 4 3 1 1 1 1 4 3 3 3 3 4 4 3 2 2 1 1 1

respectively. The space between the numbers in the biwords is just for visual clarity.
The monomial (weight) of an arbitrary biword
B D

u1 u2 : : : u‘
v1 v2 : : : v‘

is defined formally as
!.B/ D
‘Y
iD1
.xui xvi /: (18)
When a biword B is constructed from a nonnegative matrix M , then
!.M/ D !.B‘.M// D !.Br .M//: (19)
With the basic notations established above, we are now in a position to introduce several
well-known ‘bumping algorithms’, which are used to insert (or delete) numbers into (or from)
a tableau and are closely related to the new algorithms we will construct.
The first is Knuth’s INSERT algorithm, which inserts a 2 N into a CST, T , Denote br as the
number to be inserted into the r th row of T and let b1 D a. Then, at row r , br is compared
with the numbers of the r th row of T from left to right. The first number which is larger
than br , if it exists, is replaced (bumped) by br . The number bumped out is then assigned to
be brC1 and the process is continued for the next row until it reaches a row s which has no
number larger than bs or is empty. Then, bs is placed at the end of the row (the first column
if the row is empty). The position of the new cell occupied by bs is denoted as .s; t/ and we
refer to it as the cell created by a, or simply, a-cell.
Since the algorithm preserves the ordering of CST [4], the result of the INSERT is a new CST.
It is not difficult to see from the construction of the algorithm that INSERT has the following
property, which is usually referred to as the Bumping Path Theorem (BPT) [4]:
BUMPING PATH THEOREM. Suppose a sequence of numbers a1; : : : ; ai ; : : : ; a j ; : : : ; an is
inserted inductively into a CST , denoted as T (T can be an empty tableau ;), by INSERT. Let
the position of the cell created by ai (ai -cell) be (si ; ti ). For any i; j such that 1  i < j  n,
when ai  a j we have ti < t j (and si  s j ); when ai > a j we have si < s j (and ti  t j ).
To insert a number into a RST, another algorithm INSERT* [4] is used. It is the same as
INSERT except br bumps the first number in row r which is equal to or larger than br . The
analogue of the BPT for INSERT* is the following.
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DUAL BUMPING PATH THEOREM. Suppose a sequence of numbers a1; : : : , ai , : : : , a j , : : : ,
an is inserted inductively into a T 2 RST (T can be empty) by INSERT*. Let the cell created
by ai be .si ; ti /. For any i; j such that 1  i < j  n, when ai < a j we have ti < t j (and
si  s j ); when ai  a j we have si < s j (and ti  t j ).
Combining the two basic bumping algorithms just described, Remmel introduced an algo-
rithm BI-INSERT to insert either an ordinary or a primed number into an SST [10]. Taking into
account the convention that ordinary numbers are smaller than primed numbers, BI-INSERT
works as follows: if br is an unprimed number, INSERT is used to insert br into the r th row
and if br is a primed number, then INSERT* is used to insert br into the r th row of the SST.
The tableau after BI-INSERT is another SST. As with INSERT and INSERT*, the result of
BI-INSERT leads to a new SST. Combining the properties of INSERT and INSERT*, we have
the so-called Generalized Bumping Path Theorem (GPBT) [10]:
GENERALIZED BUMPING PATH THEOREM. Suppose a sequence of numbers a1; : : : ; ai ,
: : : ; a j ; : : : ; an 2 N [ P is inserted inductively into T , a SST, (T can be an empty tableau)
by BI-INSERT. Let the cell created by ai be .si ; ti /. For any i; j such that 1  i < j  n, we
have
ti < t j .and si  s j / when ai and a j form an increasing sequence in N [ P;
si < s j . and ti  t j / when ai and a j form an decreasing sequence in N [ P:
Note that GBPT reduces to BPT (DBPT) when the primed (unprimed) segment in the biword
is empty.
Corresponding to each insertion algorithm, an inverse algorithm can be constructed to delete
a boundary cell (which has no cell to its right or below). If the cell to be deleted is a newly
created cell, the delta algorithm restores the tableau before the INSERT and returns the number
entered. In particular, for later use, we describe BI-DELETE, which is the inverse algorithm
of BI-INSERT:
BI-DELETE: Suppose the boundary cell .s; t/ of T (a SST / is to be deleted. Denote the
number in .s; t/ by b and the number to be deleted from the r th row by br . We work backwards
from r D s to r D 1. Initially, bs D b. To determine br compare brC1 with the numbers in
the r th row of T from right to left. If brC1 2 N , replace the first number smaller than brC1 by
brC1. Otherwise, if brC1 2 P , replace the first number smaller or equal to brC1 by brC1. The
number replaced (bumped) is assigned to be br . The process continues until b1 is obtained.
Remove b1 from T .
3. HA SERIES
In this section, we prove the first of the two HS-function identities introduced in Section 1:Y
i> j
.1C xi x j /
Y
i j
.1C yi y j /
Y
i; j
1
1− xi y j D 1C
X

HS.X; Y /; (20)
where  is a partition of the form
 D

a1 a2 : : : ar
a1 C 1 a2 C 1 : : : ar C 1

in Frobenius notation. For convenience, we denote the set of all -shaped SSTs as SST ./.
To prove (20), we first interpret each side as a sum of monomials associated with a set of
combinatorial objects. Since the HS-functions on the right are already associated with -shaped
SSTs, as mentioned in Section 2, we need only to find combinatorial expressions for the LHS.
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To this end, we first express 11−xi y j as a formal series in xi y j by a Taylor expansion and then
expand the product as a sum of monomials in the form
LHS D
1X
k;‘D0
kY
i> j
xi x j
‘Y
i j
yi y j
‘;kY
i; j
.xi y j /γi j D
1X
k;‘D0
kY
i> j
xi x j
‘Y
i 0 j 0
yi 0 y j 0
‘0;kY
i 0; j
.yi 0x j /γi 0 j ; (21)
where γi 0 j are nonnegative integers. Note that in the last expression, all indices of ys are
replaced by primed numbers and the order of x and y in the third product has been rearranged,
in order to associate each monomial with a lower-triangular blocked matrix, as shown in the
following. The restriction on the indices in the first two products can be conveniently replaced
by introducing the quantity i j and i 0 j 0 satisfying
i j D
(
0 or 1 if i > j
0 otherwise
I i 0 j 0 D
(
0 or 1 if i  j
0 otherwise:
(22)
Hence the monomials in the LHS can be written as
kY
i; jD1
.xi x j /i j
‘0Y
i 0; j 0D10
.yi 0 y j 0/i 0 j 0
‘0;kY
i 0D10; jD1
.yi 0x j /γi 0 j : (23)
From the definition of the monomial weight of a matrix in Section 2, the first, second and
third factor in the monomial are associated uniquely with the matrices: .i j /; .i 0 j 0/, and .γi 0 j /,
respectively. This leads naturally to the association of the monomial given by (23) to the
.k C ‘/ .k C ‘/ block matrix
M D
 
M1kk 0
M2
‘0k M
3
‘0‘0
!
indexed by the ordered sequence 1; 2; : : : ; k; 10; 20; : : : ; ‘0, where M1;M2 and M3 are sub-
matrices of M with their dimensions given by the subscripts and8><>:
M1kk D .i j /
M2
‘0k D .γi 0 j /
M3
‘0‘0 D .i 0 j 0/
: (24)
According to (22) and (24), M is a lower-triangular nonnegative integer matrix. For the sake
of convenience, we denote the set of all block matrices satisfying (22) and (24) as BM. It is
obvious that this association between monomials in (21) and block matrices is a bijection.
To establish the one-to-one correspondence between BM and SST ./, biwords are needed
to bridge the two. However, as mentioned in the previous section, there are many ways
to construct biwords from a nonnegative matrix. In order to make use of GBPT, given in
Section 2, a biword is constructed from M 2 BM by reading the matrix row by row from top
to bottom, from left to right for the unprimed rows and from right to left for the primed rows.
We denote the biword thus obtained as
Br−‘.M/

u1 : : : u p u pC1 : : : un
v1 : : : vp vpC1 : : : vn

;
where p and n are the sum of matrix elements of M1 and M , respectively, ui 2 N for i  p
and ui 2 P for i > p. The biword has the following properties:
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PROPERTIES OF Br−‘.M/:
(B1) For I < j , ui  u j .
(B2) ui and vi form a decreasing sequence in N [ P .
(B3) If ui D uiC1 2 N , then viC1. If ui D uiC1 2 P , then vi > vi and viC1 for an increasing
sequence in N [ P .
Before we relate such biwords to SST ./, we want to prove the following proposition:
PROPOSITION 1. Let x , u and y be any three numbers from N [ P , and T a SST . Suppose
u is placed somewhere at the boundary of the tableau obtained from the insertion of x into
T by BI-INSERT, and y is subsequently inserted. Provided u is NOT placed in the same row
occupied by the x-cell, then the positions of the x- and y-cells still satisfy the GBPT.
PROOF. Suppose u is not bumped by the insertion of y. It is obvious that the cell created
by y (the y-cell) is the same as if u were not present. Hence, in this case the proposition is
proved. Suppose u is bumped. Then the position of u would be the position of the y-cell if
u were not placed there. Thus, the effect of placing u is to push the position of the y-cell
down. We need, therefore, only to consider the case when u is placed above the x-cell. First,
we note that from GBPT, x and y must be an increasing sequence in N [ P for this case. To
prove that the y-cell must lie to the right of the x-cell in the presence of the u-cell, we cut the
tableau into two parts using a horizontal line after placing u, such that u is in the last row of
the upper sub-tableau. It is obvious that both sub-tableaux still satisfy conditions for a SST.
Denote the number bumped out from the last row of the upper tableau during the insertion of
x as b. Clearly, the column position of b is smaller than that of u by our assumption on the
placement. Now, consider the insertion of y. By our assumption for the case, u is the number
bumped out from the upper sub-tableau during the insertion of y. Since the upper sub-tableau
is a SST, b and u form an increasing sequence in N [ P . Next, b and u are inserted into
the lower sub-tableau consecutively. According to GBPT, the column position of the u-cell is
larger than that of the b-cell. If the two sub-tableaux are glued together, the b- and u-cells are
nothing but the new cells created by x and y, respectively. Therefore, we complete the proof
of the proposition.
Next, we introduce an algorithm to insert a biletter into an -shaped SST.
INSERT: Consider insertion of a pair of numbers, u and v, into an -shaped tableau T (not
necessarily an SST). Suppose u is not smaller than v. The insertion consists of two steps:
(1) using BI-INSERT to insert v into the tableau and
(2) placing u at the opposite position of the new cell created by v (the v-cell), i.e., at
.s; t/ D .t?; s?/C .s?; t?/; (25)
where .s?; t?/ is the position of the v-cell and
.s?; t?/ D
(
.1; 0/ for s?  t?
.0;−1/ otherwise: (26)
In this algorithm, since the initial tableau is required to be  shaped and u is placed at the
specific position in relation to the v-cell, the result is still -shaped. Now, let INSERT be
used successively to insert a sequence of biletters,
u1
v1

; : : : ;

un
vn

;
from the biword
Br−l.M/ D

u1 : : : un
v1 : : : vn

into an empty tableau, then we have the following theorem:
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THEOREM 1. Suppose INSERT is used to insert bi-letters of Br−l.M/ with M 2 BM suc-
cessively into an empty tableau. The result after the insertions is an -shaped SST.
PROOF. Denote
Br−‘.M/ D

u1 : : : u p u pC1 : : : un
v1 : : : vp vpC1 : : : vn

and let T [k] be the tableau after the insertion of
uk
vk

:
First, we have
T [1] D v1
u1
: (27)
Since ui and vi form an decreasing sequence in N [ P by (B2), T [1] belongs to SST ./. By
induction, suppose T [k] is an -shaped SST. We want to show that the insertion of
ukC1
vkC1

generates another -shaped SST. Notice that the insertion of vkC1 by BI-INSERT produces a
tableau satisfying all the inequalities required for a SST, and so does the placement of ukC1, if
it is larger than any number in T [k] (which implies uk < ukC1). It only remains to be shown
that the placement of ukC1 does not violate the inequalities for a SST, when uk D ukC1 D u.
Let us first prove that for u 2 N no cells occupied by us are in the same column (since
otherwise, it violates Inequality (9)). Using the method of contradiction, let us assume
t [kC1]kC1 D t [kC1]i ; (28)
where t [kC1]kC1 and t
[kC1]
i are the column indices of the cells occupied by ukC1 and ui .D ukC1/
respectively, in T [kC1]. Since the position of ui may be the result of bumping of the initial
new cell .s[i]i ; t
[i]
i /, we have
t [kC1]kC1 D t [kC1]i  t [i]i ; .and s[kC1]kC1 > s[kC1]i  s[i]i /: (29)
Inequality (29) implies that their opposite positions satisfy
s
[kC1]
kC1  s[i]

i : (30)
But since vi > vkC1 in N by (B3), and T [i] is assumed to be a SST for i  k, by using
Proposition 1 and GBPT we have
s
[kC1]
kC1 > s
[i]
i ; (31)
which contradicts (30). In fact, the same contradiction occurs if we replace ‘ D’ by ‘ ’ in
the assumption (28). Thus, the column position of ukC1 is larger than all the column indices
of ui .D ukC1/ placed earlier, i.e.
t [kC1]kC1 > t
[kC1]
i ; with i < k C 1: (32)
Hence we have completed the proof for the case ukC1 2 N .
As for ukC1 2 P , we show that no cells occupied by the identical primed numbers lie in the
same row. Suppose ui D u j .D ukC1/ with i < j . Suppose neither of them is bumped after
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the initial placement, or, only the u j is bumped. Because of (B3), according to Proposition 1
and (25), the positions of the cells occupied by ui and u j in T [kC1] satisfy the inequality
s
[kC1]
i D s[i]i < s[ j]j  s[kC1]j ; (33)
namely,
s
[kC1]
i < s
[kC1]
j ; for ui D u j with i < j  k: (34)
Suppose ui is bumped during the insertion of um for some m > i . It is easy to check that
the bumping of ui will not alter the relative row positions of ui and u j if j  k, since T [i]
is assumed to be an SST for all i  k. Thus the inequality (34) could be violated only when
i D k, i.e. when uk is bumped. In this case, uk will rest at the end of the next row and the
cell occupied by uk in T [kC1] is a new cell created by vkC1 hence it is in the opposite position
to ukC1:
.s
[kC1]
k ; t
[kC1]
k / D .s[k]k C 1; t [kC1]k / D .s[kC1]kC1 ; tkC1kC1 / (35)
Using (25) as well as Proposition 1, (34) could be violated, i.e. s[kC1]k  s[kC1]kC1 only when
s
[kC1]
kC1 D s[k]k C 1; (36)
which implies
s
[k]
k D t [k]k : (37)
However, it is impossible that u[k]k occupies a cell at a diagonal position, since T [k] is assumed
to be an -shaped SST. We therefore complete the proof for Theorem 1. 2
From Theorem 1, we immediately conclude that any Br−‘.M/ with M 2 BM can be mapped
into an -shaped SST. In order to prove the mapping is one-to-one, let us define an inverse
algorithm of INSERT as follows.
DELETE: Suppose T is an  shaped SST. To delete a pair of numbers from T , first remove
the largest number u in T . If there are several equal numbers, then remove the one with the
largest row index if u 2 P; the one with the largest column index if u 2 N . Next, delete the
cell at the position to u by BI-DELETE. The number that exits from T is denoted as v.
COROLLARY 2. DELETE is the inverse algorithm of INSERT. The result of successively
applying DELETE to an arbitrary -shaped SST leads to biword Br−‘.M/ for some M 2 BM.
PROOF. It is obvious from the definition of DELETE that the deletion of a pair of numbers
from T still leaves an -shaped SST. We apply reverse induction on the deleted pairs of
numbers. It is clear that 
un
vn

satisfies (B1)–(B3), which characterize the biword Br−‘.M/. Assume
uk : : : un
vk : : : vn

satisfies (B1)–(B3). Consider the ordering relations among uk−1; vk−1; uk and vk . It is clear
that (B1) and (B2) are satisfied. We notice that uk−1 is not larger than uk from the definition of
the algorithm. In the case uk−1 D uk , by reversing the argument used in proving Theorem 1,
it can be easily checked that (B3) is satisfied. 2
Combining Theorem 1 and Corollary 1, and using the fact that a biword, which satisfies
(B1)–(B3), has a one-to-one correspondence with M 2 BM, we arrive at the following Cor-
respondence:
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CORRESPONDENCE There is a (monomial) weight-preserving one-to-one correspondence be-
tween the set of -shaped SSTs and matrices M 2 BM
Following from this Correspondence, we conclude the proof of (20), which we call the HA
series.
4. HE SERIES
In this section, following the same argument as for the proof just given for the HA series
we are going to prove the second identity given in the Introduction, which is called the HE
series, Y
i
.1− xi /
Y
i> j
.1− xi x j /
Y
i
1
1C yi
Y
i j
.1− yi y j /
Y
i; j
1
1C xi y j
D 1C
X

.−1/[!./Cr./]=2HS.X; Y /; (38)
where  represents a self-conjugate partition, !./ and r./ are, respectively, the weight and
rank of .
First, both sides of (38) are interpreted combinatorily. Similar to the RHS and the HA series,
the RHS of (38) is a sum of monomials of the -shaped SSTs multiplied by a sign factor:
RHS D
X
T2SST .fg/
.−1/[!./Cr./]2!.T /: (39)
In order to use the result in the previous section, we introduce a dummy index 1 which
satisfies the following properties:
(D1) 1 is larger than any number in N [ P
(D2) The monomial weight of 1 is 1:
x1 D y1 D 1: (40)
With this notation, we can write .1− xi / D .1− x1xi / and .1C yi 0/ D .1C y1yi 0/, hence
the LHS of (38) can be expressed as
LHS D
X
k‘0
8<: kYjD1.−x1x j /1 j
kY
i; j
.−xi x j /i j
l 0Y
i 0; j 0
.−yi 0 y j 0/i 0 j 0
‘0Y
j 0D10
.−y1y j 0/γ1 j 0
‘0;kY
i 0; j
.−yi 0x j /γi 0 j
9=; ;
(41)
where 1 j D 0 or 1, γ1 j 0 and γi 0 j are any non-negative integers, i j and i 0 j 0 are the
notations defined by (22) in the previous section for the HA series. Notice that again, we
use prime indices for y. Without signs, each monomial in the above summation can be
associated uniquely with a .kC‘C1/-square matrix, which is labeled by the ordered sequence
1; 2; : : : ; k; 10; 20; : : : ; ‘0;1, in the following form:
M D
24M1kk 0 0M2
‘0k M
3
‘0‘0 0
M41k M
5
1‘0 0
35 ; (42)
where M1kk , M
2
‘0k and M
3
‘0‘0 are the submatrices defined in (24) and
M41k D .1 j /M51‘0 D .γ1 j 0/ (43)
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with their dimensions indicated by the subscripts of M . We denote the set of all such matrices
as BM which is rather similar to the BM introduced for the HA series. It is clear from
the definition that when M4 and M5 are zero matrices, M is reduced to a matrix M 2 BM.
Thus, BM is a generalization of BM with the index set extended to N [ P [ f1g.
Now, we associate each matrix M 2 BM with a biword which is constructed in the same
fashion as Br−‘.M/ with M 2 BM, except that the last row (indexed by the dummy index
1) of M is read from right to left. Denote the biword thus obtained as
Br−‘−r .M/ D

u1 : : : u p u pC1 : : : uq uqC1 : : : un
v1 : : : vp vpC1 : : : vq vqC1 : : : vn

: (44)
Note that Br−‘−r .M/ has three blocks (segments) according to the top letters ui : the unprimed
segment .1  i  p/, the primed segment .p < i  q/ and the 1-segment .q < i  n/.
When M4 and M5 are zero matrices, the last segment vanishes and Br−‘−r reduces to Br−‘.
Hence Br−‘−r .M/ has the properties (B1)–(B3) discussed in Section 3. By noting (43) and
the fact that the last row is read from right to left, we immediately see that the lower letters of
the third segment form a decreasing sequence in N [ P; i.e. Br−‘−r .M/ has the additional
property:
(B4) If ui D uiC1 D 1, then vi and viCt form a decreasing sequence in N [ P .
A SST can be generalized naturally to accommodate the dummy index 1. Define a gener-
alized semi-standard tableau (GSST) as a mapping T : F= ! N [ P [ f1g such that the
Inequalities (6), (9) and (10) are satisfied. Further,
T .i; j/ < T .i C 1; j/ when T .i C 1; j/ D 1: (45)
BI-INSERT can be applied to a GSST provided that when an 1 is bumped, we assume it is
always placed at the end of the following row. It is easy to show that the result is again a
GSST.
With the above justification, INSERT can also be modified to insert a pair of letters from
N [ P [ f1g into an -shaped GSST. If the algorithm is applied inductively on the biletters
u1
v1

; : : : ;

un
vn

of Br−‘−r .M/ for M 2 BM0, starting from an empty tableau we obtain the following result.
THEOREM 3. The result of applying INSERT on Br−‘−r .M/ for M 2 BM is an -shaped
GSST.
PROOF. We need only to check the case when the last segment of Br−‘−r .M/ is in-
serted. Notice that in this case, by (B4), uqC1 D    D un D 1 and the bottom letters
vqC1; : : : ; vi ; : : : ; vn form a decreasing sequence in N [ P . Following the same proof as for
the first part of Theorem 1, we have
t [n]qC1 <    < t [n]i <    < t [n]n ; (46)
where t [n]i is the column position of ui .D 1/ in the final tableau T [n]. Combining this with
Theorem 1, we complete the proof. 2
By this theorem, the LHS of (38) can be written as an algebraic sum of monomial weights
of -shaped GSSTs. To describe the sign, notice in (41) each xi and yi for i 2 N [ P [ f1g
contributes a sign .−1/ 12 . If we assume each cell in T carries a sign .−1/ 12 , then the total sign
of the monomial of T is given by
.−1/w./2 ; (47)
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where w./ counts the total number of cells in T of shape . The LHS of (38) thus becomes
LHS D
X
T2GSST .fg/
.−1/w./2 !.T /; (48)
where w.T / is the monomial weight defined by (12) with the modification (D2) namely, 1 is
associated with weight 1.
Notice that a GSST may contain dummy indices but not a SST. In order to establish the
equality between (48) and (39), we need to have an algorithm to remove the dummy indices.
We notice that since the term .−x1xi /.−y1y j 0/ and .−xi y j 0/ have exactly the same weight
but opposite signs, there are many cancellations occurring in (48). Following Burge [3], we use
the two procedures called ADD and SUBTRACT to find all cancellations in (48) in a systematic
manner:
ADD: Suppose T is an -shaped GSST.
(i) Locate the smallest index i where the bottom of the i th column of T is filled with a
number other than 1.
(ii) Then, an 1 is added at the end of the i th row and at the end of the i th column of T .
Denote the result of ADD as NT . From (i) and the fact that T is an -shaped GSST, it is not
difficult to see that NT is again an -shaped GSST. From (12) and (D2), the effect of adding
the pair of 1s is just to produce a sign change but the monomial weight of NT and T are the
same. Hence these two terms cancel out in (48).
When the ADD operation cannot be applied to T , we apply the following operation called
SUBTRACT:
SUBTRACT: Suppose T is an -shaped GSST, and the cells at the bottom of every column
of T are occupied by 1s then
(i) Locate the smallest index i of T where the end of the i th row is filled with an 1.
(ii) Then, the 1s at the end of the i th row and the end of the i th column are both removed
from T .
Note that from our assumption, (ii) is applicable if (i) can be done. Denote the result of
SUBTRACT as T . It is easy to check that T is another -shaped GSST. Further, T and T have
the same monomial weights but opposite signs. Hence their associated monomials cancel out
in (48).
Apply the above two operations to the GSSTs in (48) and carry out all cancellations possible.
The remaining terms (fixed points) in the sum of (48) are those -shaped GSSTs where neither
ADD nor SUBTRACT can be applied. To be more specific, in this case, T is an -shaped GSST
such that 1s occupy the bottom cells of all the columns of T but not the end cells of any
row. By removing all the 1s from the end of every column of T it is clear that an -shaped
SST is obtained where
 D

a1 : : : ai : : : ar
a1 : : : ai : : : ar

with ai > aiC1 for 0  i < r . Finally, from
.−1/w./2 D .−1/w./Cr./2
the HE series (38) is obtained immediately.
Together with the results of [10], this paper completes the task of finding the Hook–Schur
analogues of the six Littlewood identities.
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5. THE 3-RING APPROACH
In this section, we shall briefly outline the 3-ring approach to proving the HS function
analogues of the Littlewood identities mentioned in this paper. See [6, 7] for more information
of 3-rings and symmetric functions.
An alphabet is a sum of commuting variables, so that, for example X D x1 C x2 C    C xk
is the set of commuting variables x1; x2; : : : ; xk . In this notation, if X D x1 C x2 C    C xk
and Y D y1 C y2 C    C yl , then XY represents the alphabet of variables fxi y j g1ik;1 jl .
For each integer r > 0, the power symmetric function is given by
pr .0/ D 0
pr .x/ D xr
pr .X C Y / D rr .X/C pr .Y /
pr .XY / D pr .X/pr .Y /
where x is any single variable and X and Y are any two alphabets. For each partition  D
.1; 2; : : : ; k/ define
p.X/ D p1.X/p2.X/ : : : pk .X/:
Note that the above relations imply
pr .−X/ D −pr .X/
p.XY / D p.X/p.Y /
Thus if X D x1 C x2 C    C xk; pr .X/ D 6kiD1xri is the usual power-symmetric function
pr .x1; x2; : : : ; xk/. Note, however, that pr .−x1;−x2; : : : ;−xk/ D .−1/r pr .x1; x2; : : : ; xk/
so that it is not true in general that pr .−X/ D pr .−x1;−x2; : : : ;−xk/.
Next if  is a partition and mi is the number of parts of  equal to i , then we let
z D 1m12m2 : : :m1!m2! : : : and define the homegenous symmetric function hn.X/ and the
elementary symmetric function by
hn.X/ D
X
j−n
1
z
p.X/ (49)
en.X/ D
X
j−n
.−1/n−‘./
z
p.X/ (50)
where ‘./ is the number of nonzero parts of . Then if  D .1  2      n/ and
 D .1  2      n/ are partitions such that   , we can define the skew Schur
function S=.X/ by
S=.X/ D det.hi− jCi− j /1i; jn : (51)
Using these definitions, we then have the following properties of Schur functions in the
3-ring setting.
S=.X C Y / D
X

S=.X/S=.Y / sum rule (52)
S=.−X/ D .−1/j=jS0=0.X/ (duality) (53)
S=.t X/ D .t/j=jS0=0.X/ (54)
where t is any variable.
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Once again if X D x1Cx2C  Cxk; S.X/ is just the standard S-function S.x1; : : : ; xk/ as
defined in Section 1. It is then easy to see from (52), (53) and (54) that if X D x1Cx2C  Cxk
and Y D y1 C y2 C    C yl
HS=.x1; : : : ; xk; y1; : : : yl/ D
X

S=.x1; : : : ; xk/S00.y1; : : : ; yl/
D S=.X − tY /jtD−1: (55)
For the rest of this section, fix X D x1 C x2 C    C xk and Y D y1 C y2 C    C yl . Let
.X/ be the generating function of the homogeneous symmetric functions. Thus
.X/ D
X
n0
hn.X/ D
kY
iD1
1
1− xi : (56)
By duality hn.−X/ D .−1/nen.X/ so that
.−X/ D
X
n0
.−1/nen.X/ D
kY
iD1
.1− xi /: (57)
Finally note that the sum rule (52) implies that
.X C Y / D .X/.Y /: (58)
The identity (3) of Littlewood becomes the following identity in 3-ring notation:
.−qe2.X//jqD−1 D 1C
X

S.X/ (59)
since e2.X/ D 6i> j xi x j . Similarly the identity (5) becomes
.−X/.−e2.X// D 1C
X

.−1/[!./Cr./]=2S.X/: (60)
Note that by (52) and (54)
e2.X − tY / D e2.X/− t XY C t2h2.Y /: (61)
Thus since h2.X/ D 6i j xi x j ,
.−qe2.X − tY //jq;tD−1 D .−qe2.X//.qt XY /.−qt2h2.Y //jq;tD1
D
Y
i> j
.1C xi x j /
Y
i; j
1
1− xi y j
Y
i j
.1C yi y j /
D 1C
X

S.X − tY /jtD1
D 1C
X

HS.XI Y /
which proves (1). Similarly
.−.X − tY //.−e2.X − tY //jtD−1
D .−X/.tY /.−e2.X//.t XY /.−t2h2.Y //jtD−1
D
Y
i
.1− xi /
Y
j
1
.1C y j /
Y
i> j
.1− xi x j /
Y
i; j
1
.1C xi y j /
Y
i j
.1− yi y j /
D 1C
X

.−1/[!./Cr./]=2S.X − tY /jtD1
D 1C
X

.−1/[!./Cr./]2HS.XI Y /
which gives (2).
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